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Abstract

In this paper we present a tool set for enterprise modelling developed during the

Enterprise project at AIAI� the University of Edinburgh� Our approach concentrates

on integration� communication� �exibility� and support� We describe the Enterprise

Tool Set which uses executable process models to help users to perform their tasks�

The Tool Set is implemented using an agent�based architecture to integrate o��the�

shelf tools in a plug�and�play style� To ensure e�ective interchange of information and

knowledge between di�erent users� tasks and systems� we developed the Enterprise

Ontology which de�nes terms used in organisations� The project has been successful

and valuable insights have been gained and made available�

Keywords intelligent task management� enterprise modelling� agent�based architecture�
process modelling
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� Introduction

Organisations are becoming increasingly complex Competitive pressures require adaptation
to rapidly changing markets This in turn needs to be supported by methods and tools
which help to model� analyse and improve various aspects of how a business works and
how it is organised Many such �enterprise modelling� methods rely on pencil and paper
The Enterprise project was aimed at providing an integrated set of computer�based tools to
improve on this current lack of support

In brief� the overall goal of enterprise modelling is to take an enterprise�wide view of an
organisation which can then be used as a basis for taking decisions In order to achieve� use�
and maintain such an enterprise�wide view strong facilities for integration� communication�
�exibility� and support are required These can be detailed as follows

Integration must be achieved for three purposes� to relate information for obtaining dif�
ferent views of the enterprise� to relate tasks to the tools that support them� and to
establish connections between the tools themselves

Communication must be achieved on di�erent levels� between people in order to ensure
that enterprise models are shared within an organisation� between tasks so that infor�
mation can be used where it is relevant� and between the tools used to perform the
tasks so that relevant data can be passed between them

Flexibility is important to allow an organisation to adapt to changes in its environment�
its processes� and the availability of tools It is also important to allow �exibility in the
enactment of processes to ensure that people�s time is used as e�ectively as possible�
giving people the choice of what to do and when to do it

Support must be provided to take care of technical details and to ensure that the given
�exibility does not result in confusion and that processes are carried out e�ectively

This paper describes the Enterprise Tool Set developed by AIAI under the Enterprise project
The Tool Set helps to capture aspects of a business and to analyse these aspects in order to
identify and compare options for meeting the business requirements The Tool Set provides
task management support to users by helping them perform enterprise modelling activities
and guiding them through the Tool Set facilities We have concentrated not so much on the
detailed modelling of di�erent aspects of organisations� but on the integration of di�erent
views and the support for enactment

The Enterprise project was the UK government�s major initiative to promote the use of
knowledge�based systems in enterprise modelling� supported under the DTI�s Intelligent
Systems Integration Programme� Project Number 
��� AIAI at The University of Edin�
burgh lead the project and the partners were IBM� Lloyd�s Register� Logica and Unilever

This paper describes the approaches taken in the Enterprise project and the workings of the
Enterprise Tool Set that was implemented The paper concludes with the main technological
advances achieved and insights gained during the course of the project For more details on
this project�s goals and on enterprise modelling see ���
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� Approach

We developed the Enterprise Tool Set to provide suitable support for obtaining an enter�
prise�wide view of an organisation As a basic model of support for enterprise modelling� we
decided to use process models These provide a process�oriented view which can be enacted
in a running system We developed a Procedure Builder which supports the capture of
process models

In most organisations there is a variety of tools in use We decided to support the integration
of available tools with as little change to the tools as possible� rather than trying to replicate
existing tools and their interfaces The framework for this is an agent�based architecture
together with a library to support the addition of tools to the system� the Agent Toolkit

As well as providing support for integrating tools� we provide support for enactment of
processes The Task Manager integrates tools with process models and provides an agenda�
style support for enactment

In order to achieve this high level of integration and to allow all components to communicate
e�ectively� there must be an agreement about the way in which terms are used We have
developed an Enterprise Ontology for this purpose

In summary� the components of the Enterprise Tool Set are�

� the Agent Toolkit for agent development�

� the Procedure Builder for capturing process models�

� the Task Manager for integration� visualisation� and enactment support� and

� the Enterprise Ontology for communication�

These components combine with a �exible set of integrated� o��the�shelf tools in the working
system

��� Agent Toolkit

We investigated a variety of externally available agent�based architecture solutions and con�
cluded that none of them was mature enough to use as�is or met all our requirements We
therefore developed our own agent�based solution which is supported by the Agent Toolkit
One of the essential principles guiding its design was to make the creation of new agents as
easy as possible We wanted to be able to support as�yet unspeci�ed tools as agents without
any redesign of the Agent Toolkit or any other component of the Enterprise Tool Set in
order to accommodate these new tools

Keeping in line with emerging standards� the agent communication language we support is
KQML �Knowledge Query Manipulation Language� ���� and messages are expressed using
KIF �Knowledge Interchange Format� ���� and the Enterprise Ontology �see below�

There is also an Agent Registration Tool to make agents �software or human� available to
the Enterprise Tool Set� specifying details about the agent� such as its capabilities The
agent�based architecture allows agents to be added to and removed from the overall Tool
Set in a plug�and�play style
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��� Procedure Builder

The Procedure Builder is a graphical tool for describing and recording business process
models It allows the user to build process diagrams using the notation of Process Flow
Networks �PFNs� as speci�ed in the IDEF� Process Description Capture Method ��� The
Procedure Builder also allows users to specify information which is speci�c to the needs of
task management� in particular the capabilities required to perform a process and input and
output speci�cations of the process To represent the process information we developed a
process modelling language In developing the language we took account of emerging stan�
dards� such as PIF �Process Interchange Format� ���� and WAPI �the Work�ow Application
Programmer�s Interface developed by the Work�ow Management Coalition�

The output from the Procedure Builder can be exported for use directly by the Task Man�
ager In addition the Procedure Builder can produce reports containing the process diagrams
and associated process information

��� Task Manager

The Task Manager is the interface between the user and the Enterprise Tool Set It directly
supports the user in performing their current tasks by helping them to follow the tasks�
corresponding processes captured with the help of the Procedure Builder

The Task Manager plans user tasks and the use of agents Information about tasks is avail�
able from the models speci�ed with the help of the Procedure Builder� and information about
agents becomes available when agents are registered Appropriate agents are identi�ed by
matching a task�s required capabilities �from the process models� against the agents� regis�
tered capabilities This is done at run�time� so that the most suitable agent can be identi�ed�
taking into account which agents are available at that time The Task Manager also handles
outputs generated by tasks It stores such output information and it can pass it on to other
tasks that require the information

The Task Manager monitors the progress of a task�s enactment� keeping track of which tasks
are currently active� which have been done� etc This progress can be visualised in di�erent
ways� the visualisation being supported by the process diagrams captured with the help of
the Procedure Builder

The amount of support that the Task Manager gives to the user is �exible and can be
adjusted by the user Advice on what to do next is available on the basis of which tasks are
ready to be executed and which have recently been completed The Task Manager can also
help the user to recover from failures� determining alternative routes of action

The Task Manager e�ectively puts an extra layer of control on top of the agent services It
coordinates the use of agents at the level of the user�s tasks and lets the user participate in
this coordination� according to the tasks in which the user is engaged

��� Ontology

We require an e�ective communication mechanism to achieve integration of a wide variety of
tools� both new and old Independently developed tools are likely to use di�erent terminology
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which can lead to con�icts and ambiguity To resolve such issues� a standard terminology is
required when tools are integrated An ontology provides such a standard terminology For
an introduction to the �eld of ontologies and their development and use see �
�

We developed the Enterprise Ontology for use in the Enterprise Tool Set It is a set of
terms frequently used in enterprises� each carefully de�ned to conform as best as possible to
common usage We have concentrated on the areas of organisation� strategy� activities and
processes� and marketing We did not try to de�ne all terms that are likely to be required�
the terms we de�ned are ones that we expect to be generally useful Every organisation
will have their own set of terms that they use� so the ontology can be extended to suit the
speci�c needs of the organisation The Enterprise Ontology is available on the world wide
web ���

Committing to this ontology has the advantage that terms are used consistently and unam�
biguously throughout the enterprise The ontology thus provides the basis for communica�
tion between agents� whether they are human or software agents

� Working with the Tool Set

There are several phases of working with the Enterprise Tool Set Apart from initial spec�
i�cations these phases are relatively independent of each other and we expect that these
phases will involve di�erent users The phases are�

� extend the ontology to include concepts speci�c to the application�

� transform tools into agents�

� register agents with the Tool Set�

� generate process models�

� make process models available to the Tool Set�

� enact process models

The general architecture of the Enterprise Tool Set which supports these phases is shown in
�gure � In the �gure� Tool Set components are shown as rectangles� information like models
and data is shown in diamonds and users are shown as ovals Arrows show information �ow

Tools are turned into agents by agent programmers This can be done with the help of the
Agent Toolkit �not shown in the diagram� Tools that have been turned into agents can
be registered with the Enterprise Tool Set by the tool set administrator using the Agent
Registration Tool Registration information includes the agent�s type �software or person�
and its capabilities Once an agent has been registered� its capabilities can be called upon
by the Task Manager for the enactment of tasks

Processes are captured by the method expert using the Procedure Builder Again this is
done using the ontology The processes can be loaded into the Task Manager and are then
used as a basis for supporting users and for coordinating the use of agents
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Figure �� Enterprise Tool Set Architecture

The Task Manager is the interface between the Tool Set and the user It is the heart of
the system and provides the main mechanism for integration and support It makes use of
all other development and modelling e�orts� like process capture� agent programming� and
ontology development On the task level� all communication goes via the Task Manager
However� during task execution� an agent may �take over� and use its own user interface to
communicate with the user

The �rst �ve phases can be seen as support phases for the last one� but they have their own
bene�t� independently of their use for the Tool Set For example� generating process models
is a useful exercise in itself to gain insights into structures and processes� and it often shows
scope for improvements

In the rest of this section we consider the last phase �enacting process models� and we
concentrate on the Task Manager� as it is the driving force of the Enterprise Tool Set For
this we will assume that the Tool Set is ready to be used� ie the system includes results
from the �rst �ve phases above

During nearly all interactions with the system the user is in direct control The level of
support can be set such that the Task Manager takes more or less initiative� but in general
the user can choose freely what to do Choices include working on tasks� browsing models
or other information� leaving a task in mid��ow and starting another task� going back to a
previous task� etc

Initially� the user identi�es tasks that are to be performed during the session �today�s work�
To identify tasks for which the Task Manager can provide support� the user can browse
the process models which are currently available in the Task Manager �from the Procedure
Builder�

When a high�level task is identi�ed for execution� the Task Manager plans this task� it
�rst breaks the task down into its full hierarchy of decomposition �sub�tasks� Then it
goes through each of these sub�tasks to identify agents that can perform it� checking the
agents� advertised capabilities against the task�s required capabilities Agents are then
ranked according to how well they can perform the task and the best agent is selected
If there are tasks for which no suitable agent can be identi�ed� this is noted but it does not
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stop the Task Manager from progressing

The next planning step is to determine at which level to execute tasks in the hierarchy If
a task is broken down into sub�tasks� the Task Manager can either support the execution
of the task itself� or it can help the user to step through the sub�tasks The Task Manager
bases its decision on the availability of agents to perform the tasks and sub�tasks The level
that is best supported by agents will be chosen� and high levels are preferred to low levels

When the Task Manager has selected agents and levels of execution� it is ready to start
running The Task Manager goes through all tasks to be done and identi�es the ones that
are ready to execute A task is ready if its required inputs are available and all tasks that are
to be done before it have been completed The Task Manager then o�ers these tasks to the
user for selection When the user has selected a task� the Task Manager checks whether an
agent has been identi�ed to perform the task and whether that agent is currently available
If there is a problem it again tries to �nd a suitable agent If it cannot� it will ask the user
which of the currently available agents should be used

The Task Manager then gathers the information required by the task from its store of
information It asks the agent to start the task� passing it the inputs along with the request
The user may be required to interact with the agent in order for the task to be performed
However� it is up to the agent to organise this interaction through its own user interface

The Task Manager does not have any information about how long the task will take �seconds�
days� months� so it does not wait for a reply from the agent It can ask the agent for
a progress report if the user requests it� or it can wait for the agent to tell it that it has
�nished When the task has been performed successfully� the Task Manager obtains the
task�s output information from the agent and adds it to its store of information The task
is then noted as �done� and the Task Manager re�evaluates all relevant tasks as to whether
they are ready to be executed When these new doable tasks are o�ered to the user for
selection� any successors of the task just �nished will be shown before other doable tasks so
that users do not lose their thread

When a task fails� the Task Manager gives the user the option to re�start the task Failing
that� it looks at the process model to �nd alternative courses of action to o�er to the user
�eg loading data from a �le vs entering it by hand�

This process of identifying executable tasks and managing their execution is repeated until
no more executable tasks can be found or until the user stops the process At that point the
user receives a report on the overall progress of the high�level task� which can be a note that
the task is done� or information about which tasks failed and which are still to be done

� Conclusion

The approach taken during the Enterprise project is proving to be appropriate The En�
terprise Tool Set has been implemented and a demonstrator has been built to illustrate the
advances made

The advances in the four areas of work are�

Procedure Builder The Procedure Builder is an advance on earlier software for capturing
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processes� in that it is able to capture and export models in a form that can be enacted

Agent Toolkit Like most agent infrastructures� the Enterprise one provides services for
communication between software applications Enterprise goes further than most� in
that it provides an Agent Toolkit which makes it easier to add agents

Task Manager The Task Manager provides the overall integration between process models
and tools� passing information between tasks It is unlike other agent systems in that
it puts an extra layer of control on top of the agent services This lets the user
participate in the coordination of agents� according to the tasks in which the user is
engaged It thus provides the user with a better chance to make e�ective use of the
�exibility provided by agent�based technology The Task Manager is di�erent from
most work�ow support systems in that it provides �exible and intelligent support on
the level of the user�s tasks and intentions rather than passing through set sequences
of events

Enterprise Ontology Developing the Enterprise Ontology was not easy However� we are
pleased with the �nal result and during the project we developed a method for build�
ing ontologies �see �
� 	�� The Enterprise ontology is distinct from other ontologies
for enterprise information in that it attempts broad coverage to include most terms
important to enterprises rather than limited areas It also exists in the form of a
comprehensive� carefully prepared natural language glossary and in a formal language
Most other ontologies must be gleaned from various scattered papers� or exist mainly
in formal languages and are thus inaccessible to non�technical readers

The major strength of the overall Enterprise Tool Set is that a process model can be built of
any business activity which can then be used without modi�cation to enact the process The
steps in the process are linked directly into the tools required to perform them This enables
the most suitable tools currently available to support the business process In addition� the
tool set provides a visualisation of the process illustrating progress as the process is enacted

��� Future Extensions

Discussions during the �rst phases of the project and the designs of the Tool Set addressed
many important and interesting issues which we had to disregard during the implementation
as they were outside the scope of the Enterprise Tool Set Other ideas emerged later on
during the project after we had made some progress We intend to go back to all these ideas
and investigate them further work Examples of such ideas are�

� A central repository in which enterprise information is kept which would make it
possible to generate multiple views �visualisations� of information� illustrating di�erent
aspects of the information

� Translation� both between di�erent ontologies and between di�erent agent communi�
cation languages� would provide more �exibility for agent communication and would
reduce the demands made of the agent programmers

� The Enterprise Tool Set has many aspects that are suitable for adding coordination
technologies to support groups of people who contribute to a common process For
this� the current approach to task support can be extended to support multiple users
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